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RubyConf 2018 Brand Presentation
I’d like to share with you the fruits of the last two weeks of designing, testing, and iterating on
this logo and explain the thought that went into every part of it.
I showed this to about a dozen people, friends and strangers, men and women, developers and
non developers, and people both familiar and unfamiliar with Los Angeles. The most common
feedback I got with throughout all the versions was that the landmarks I used were
unrecognizable, that there isn’t necessarily a good LA landmark to use but that I should try to
capture more the “vibe” of LA, and that orange sunsets feel much more LA than blue. Palm
trees were suggested by nearly every single person I showed.
My goal became to create something distinctly LA but representative of a hip developer
conference that didn’t rely on specific landmarks and made sense to both locals and people
completely unfamiliar with the area. A lot of thought went into three main aspects of this
which I’ll dive into next. Colors, imagery, and typography.
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Colors
The color theory on this started all the way back on day one of the project, it was the first thing
I started thinking of. I immediately gravitated towards sunsets for Los Angeles and others
agreed unanimously. Figuring out the perfect sunset hues was the challenging part but through
plenty of trial and error, I’m in love with this pastel orange to pink scheme. I would describe it
as soft, fun, modern, and warm - all things I want our new brand to represent.
A secondary goal of mine was to make something that works with both light and dark. It can
be printed on white stationery or a dark shirt. It incorporates great contrast by using both very
light colors and very dark, impactful colors so it should really stand out.
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Imagery
This is where we have the most opportunity to experiment. I tried more different shapes,
objects, and landmarks than I can count and I think the end result is a great combination of the
best of them.
The foundational shape of the gem is something I hope we can reuse in the future. It clearly
represents the Ruby community and serves a great dual purpose as being the container shape
for the brand itself. This one felt like a no brainer.
In the background I created a skyline roughly based around a photo of LA but modified it a bit
to better fit into this scene. I wanted to illustrate the city aspect of LA but not necessarily a
picture perfect recreation of it.
Next, you might notice the searchlights shining up into the sky. I’ve been keen to use a
Hollywood/movie motif but couldn’t figure out how to fit that into this logo. When the idea of
using the beacons of light commonly seen at movie premieres and other red carpet events, I
knew it would be a great addition to the mark.
Finally is the prominent palm tree in the foreground. I experimented with a myriad of different
palm trees from big and small, literal to cartoonish, many different species and colors, and
much more. In the end I think a fun, simplified palm tree design fits best. I put it in the
foreground with a bold color because it’s the one object everyone seemed to feel was LA.
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Typography
This is probably the easiest part of the process for me but no less fun than the rest. The proper
typograhy can make or break a great design and does a ton to add the proper personality.
There are two fonts used in the logo. RubyConf and 2018 are both set in a common
monospaced font many developers use in their text editor. It’s called Fira Sans. I wanted a
monospaced font that felt familiar to developers but wasn’t as techy as some of the more
common monospaced fonts, this one still has a little flair to it.
The other font is Futura, used on the LOS ANGELES copy. Futura, as the name suggests, is
often described as a forward thinking font, it’s modern and emblematic of the future. Along
with it fitting into the theme of a developer conference (pressing our field into the future), I
think it fits LA quite nicely with it’s sharp edges and artistic feel. When it was designed, the
intention was to make it stand out and feel different than the boring sans serifs of the time. I
think this represents LA in the way it stands out and is a little more flashy than most places.
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What’s Next
There are a few things left for me to do to the logo but I shouldn’t do them until we sign off on
the normal version first. So, I think what’s next to do is talk together about where we’re at, if
we’re close at all, and if we are what changes we want to have made to get this thing in a
somewhat final form.
Once we sign off on this primary version I’ll go ahead and make a minified version that works
at small sizes, and probably a simplified version that doesn’t rely on 3d shapes, gradients, and
other complex parts of the design.
After we get through those two steps, I think we’ll have a finished product!
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